
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of support architect.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for support architect

Document existing business processes & propose process improvement
changes acting as primary liaison between Customer Support Operations and
IT Voice team
Responsible for defining integration points and key requirements for ensuring
proper customer experience between telephony and incident systems,
including how customer data is passed between systems, and the IVR system
Responsible for data analysis, reporting, maintenance & improvement of
models to measure Customer Support team's performance using internal
metric tools
Responsible for managing voice of employee including adoption, application
improvements, training and change management activities for the user base
and managers
Be the point of contact from business with IT and vendor teams in driving key
conversations and relationships in communicating improvements to the CTI
platform and ensuring best use of feature functionality, including defining
enhancement requests and related requirements
Responsible for developing and managing all reporting and monitoring
capabilities from the CTI platform, using best in practice industry metrics
Ensure that CTI platform meets company strategy focused on reducing
customer effort on the handling of inbound requests with using desired
customers feedback
Will also be the involved in defining customer experience of all inbound
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Responsible for change management and user adoption, including employee
training and coaching in the use of CTI system
Assist the implementation team during requirements/design/implementation
steps of delivery

Qualifications for support architect

Minimum 5 years of experience in an operational staff role – Database
Administrator, Application Programmer, Operation Engineer
Provide a high visibility role focusing on transformational leadership
Provide career growth opportunities within a thriving organization
Responsible for desktop solutions and products including hardware standards
for desktops, notebooks, mobile devices and peripherals, operating systems,
core builds and standard “shrink-wrapped software”
Responsible for our enterprise management tools (application deployment,
patching, imaging, remote control, MDM)
Provides escalated, highly complex technical support by investigating and
resolving systems-related matters


